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Abstract Organic matter (OM) is degraded during

transport from soils to oceans. However, there are

spatial and temporal variabilities along the aquatic

continuum, which hamper the development of carbon

cycling models. One concept that has been applied in

this context is the priming effect (PE), describing non-

additive effects on OM degradation after mixing

sources of contrasting bioavailability. Studies on the

aquatic PE report divergent results from positive

(increased OM degradation rates) to neutral, to

negative (decreased OM degradation rates) effects

upon mixing. Here, we aim to condense the outcomes

of these studies on aquatic PE. Based on a literature

review, we discuss differences in the reported PEs

across freshwater and marine ecosystems, identifying

system-specific features that could favour non-addi-

tive effects on OM degradation. Using a quantitative

meta-analysis approach, we evaluated the occurrence,

direction (positive vs. negative) and magnitude of

aquatic PE. The meta-analysis revealed a mean PE of

12.6%, which was not significantly different from zero

across studies. Hence, mixing of contrasting OM

sources in aquatic ecosystems does not necessarily

result in a change in OM degradation rates. Therefore,

we suggest to focus on molecular and microbial

diversity and function, which could provide a better

mechanistic understanding of processes driving OM

interactions.
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Introduction

Organic matter (OM) is one of the largest active

reservoirs of carbon (C) on earth (Ciais et al., 2013),

and its dissolved fraction (DOC) represents the main

form in the ocean (Hedges, 1992) and in most inland

water systems (Tranvik et al., 2009). Aquatic ecosys-

tems, including groundwater, floodplains, streams,

rivers, lakes, wetlands, estuaries and oceans, process

vast amounts of OM from different sources (Billen

et al., 1991; Cole et al., 2007). These ecosystems are

highly connected and in the transitions between them,

OM andmicrobial communities from different sources

continuously mix. These places and moments of

mixing can be referred to as ecotones (Clements,

1905) or as ecohydrological interfaces when consid-

ering their dynamic character (Krause et al., 2017).

Some examples of the interactions of different OM

sources in these ecotones or ecohydrological inter-

faces are groundwater rich in terrigenous OMmeeting

streambed biofilm algae in headwater streams

(Bengtsson et al., 2014; Wagner et al. 2017); leaf

litter in streams, rivers and lakes being degraded in the

presence of locally produced algal material (Danger

et al., 2013); sediments receiving pulses of OM from

the above water column, such as phytoplankton bloom

debris (e.g. Gontikaki et al., 2013, 2015); or soil

leaching linked, for example, to permafrost melting

(Mann et al., 2015) that brings ancient fossil C in

contact with modern aquatic C (McCallister & del

Giorgio, 2012).

The degradation dynamics of each of these OM

pools separately are highly relevant as they constitute

significant fractions of local and global C stocks. Even

moderate changes in degradation rates can affect the C

sequestration and ultimately the dynamics of the

C-climate system. A first attempt to implement soil PE

into Earth System models has revealed a prospective

51% reduction in C sequestration in soils during

1901–2010 linked to PEs (Guenet et al., 2018). These

results in soils highlight the potential ecological

relevance of non-additive effects on OM degradation

rates. However, what happens when OM pools meet at

ecotones or ecohydrological interfaces of aquatic

environments remains largely unclear. It has been

suggested that there is potential for non-additive

effects on microbial degradation rates due to interac-

tion between different OM pools in various aquatic

environments (Guenet et al., 2010; Bianchi, 2011). By

non-additive effects, we refer to a change in the

degradation rates of OM after mixing in comparison to

the rates of the sources without mixing, leading to

either an increase (positive effect) or a decrease

(negative effect) of OM degradation rates. Such

effects have also been termed as the ‘‘priming effect’’

(PE; Kuzyakov et al., 2000). A PE is commonly

understood as an increase in OM microbial mineral-

ization rates (i.e. positive PE). Yet, decreases in OM

mineralization upon mixing of OM sources have also

been acknowledged and included in the definition and

have been referred to as negative PE (Blagodatskaya

& Kuzyakov, 2008) or anti-priming (Steen et al.,

2016). Since positive effects have the potential to alter

local and global carbon cycling, by enhancing the

mineralization of terrestrial carbon sources (Bianchi,

2011), there is reason to suspect a bias towards the

reporting of positive effects in the literature.

The PE concept originated in soil science (Löhnis,

1926; Bingeman et al., 1953; Kuzyakov et al., 2000;

Kuzyakov, 2010), and it has only recently crossed the

barrier between terrestrial and aquatic sciences

(Guenet et al., 2010; Bianchi, 2011). When Guenet

et al. (2010) proposed to revive the PE concept for

aquatic ecosystems, it was mainly referring to the

effects of the addition of labile OM on the turnover of

the so-called ‘‘recalcitrant’’ OM pool, denoting that

the latter was inherently resistant to microbial degra-

dation. Several mechanisms based on changes in the

microbial community’s functions and interactions,

such as co-metabolism or nutrient scavenging, were

proposed to explain positive PE in aquatic ecosystems

(see Guenet et al., 2010 or Bianchi 2011 for details).

However, since Guenet et al. (2010), many studies

were published on the aquatic PE with divergent

results, calling for a first analysis of the applicability of

the PE concept in aquatic ecosystems.

In this review, we summarize recent work address-

ing the PE in natural aquatic ecosystems through a

literature review and subsequent meta-analysis. We

aim to draw general conclusions about the prevalence

and relevance of non-additive effects on degradation

of OM pools along the aquatic continuum. We find

that the overall PE is not significant across environ-

ments along the aquatic continuum, despite an appar-

ent bias in the reporting towards positive results. These

results question the relevance of the PE as a unifying

concept to understand microbial degradation of inter-

acting aquatic OM pools. The various drivers of these
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interactions across environments are discussed, to

finally outline alternative conceptual avenues that may

better describe non-additive interactions of OM pools

occurring at ecotones of aquatic ecosystems.

A research synthesis on priming effects in aquatic

ecosystems

Literature review

Relevant studies on the aquatic PE were compiled

using the electronic database ISIWeb of ScienceTM, as

well as previous compilations on PE (such as Guenet

et al., 2010; Blanchet et al., 2017) and subsequent

searches based on cited papers. A search on ISIWeb of

ScienceTM on 6th April 2018 using [(aquatic OR lake

OR rive* OR inland wat*) AND (‘‘priming effect’’)]

found a total of 73 studies. Of these, 48 studies were

published after 2010, constituting about 65% of the

total, highlighting the increased interest in the aquatic

PE since the review by Guenet et al. (2010). From

these studies, we included 26 in our narrative review.

These studies specifically mentioned PE in their aims,

hypotheses or keywords. This helps to reduce publi-

cation bias towards positive PE, as studies not

designed to test priming might include the concept

of PE in their discussion only if a positive PE was

indicated. We categorized data in these studies by

aquatic ecosystem type (culture, stream, river, lake, or

marine including estuaries), material (litter, sediment,

water), nutrients manipulation (yes or no), and the

sources of labile and recalcitrant C. Finally, we

produced a categorical variable ‘‘positive, negative

or non-significant’’ priming. The result of this com-

pilation is presented in Table 1, and allowed to

qualitatively summarize the results of PE in aquatic

ecosystems.

PE data retrieval and calculations

With the objective to quantitatively estimate the

magnitude of aquatic PE, we selected those studies

that used (i) bacterial respiration based on CO2

production or oxygen consumption, or (ii) organic

carbon (OC) loss over time -either as DOC or as litter

mass- to report OC degradation. Moreover, these

measures resolve OC degradation of one defined OC

pool of interest (normally the ‘‘recalcitrant’’ pool),

through stable isotope labelling of OC pools or other

appropriate approaches such as modelling. Values of

the OC degradation parameters for each observation

and the corresponding control were retrieved. Time

steps in incubations (i.e. repeated measures) were

aggregated as one overall mean according to Huo et al.

(2017):

M ¼
Xj

i¼1

Mi

j
; ð1Þ

where M is the overall mean, Mi the mean on the ith

sampling time and j the number of repeated measures

under one treatment. Treatments with the same C

sources but different nutrient amendments were con-

sidered separately. A total of 17 studies and 118

observations were included in the calculations (and

subsequent meta-analysis, see below). Data point

values were extracted directly from tables or from

figures using the WebPlotDigitizer app (http://

arohatgi.info/WebPlotDigitizer/app/; November 6th,

2016), except where raw data were made available

directly by the authors.

Since OC degradation was reported in a variety of

different units (e.g. g leaf mass loss, g C respired, g

DOC removed), we calculated the PE as a percentage

of background or control OC degradation according to

PE ¼ RPE=RCð Þ � 100; ð2Þ

where PE refers to the priming effect (in %), RPE to the

difference between the priming treatment and the

control for a given OC degradation parameter and thus

represents the positive or negative change in a priming

treatment, and RC the OC degradation in a control

treatment containing the OC pool of interest (often the

‘‘recalcitrant’’ pool) without added primer (i.e. ‘‘la-

bile’’ pool). Violin plots (Hintze &Nelson, 1998) were

used in order to visualize the density distributions of

the PE expressed as % across aquatic ecosystem type

along the aquatic continuum (Fig. 1a) and the mate-

rials (i.e. litter, sediment or water) used for experi-

mentation (Fig. 1b).

PE in different environments along the aquatic

continuum

Each ecosystem type along the aquatic continuum,

from streams to the ocean, has different ecotones (or

ecohydrological interfaces) and mechanisms that
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Table 1 A summary of studies addressing the priming effect in an aquatic context and their outcomes

Reference Experiment
al unit

Aquatic
ecosystem Habitat PE (+/-

/±/NO)

Nutrien
ts

added?

Labile C 
source

Recalcitrant C 
source

13C 
labeled?

Microbial
community

Parameter 
used to detect 

PE

srevir
dn as

maer tS

Bengtsson et al.
2014 lab

stream, 
hyporheic

zone
biofilm NO YES glucose and 

algal extract

leaf and stem 
extract from 
crack willow 

(Salix fragilis)

YES = 
recalcitran

t

natural microbial 
community on glass 

beads: Oberer
Seebach (Lunz am 

See, Austria)

microbial 
respiration and 

recalcitrant
DOM removal

Danger et al.
2013 lab stream sediment ± YES

living diatom 
algae 

(Nitzschia
palea)

freshly abscised, 
air-dried leaves of 

alder (Alnus
glutinosa Gaertn.)

NO

six fungal 
hyphomycetes and/or 
assemblages of stream 
bacteria filtered over 

GF/C (France)

leaf litter mass 
loss

Franke et al.
2013 lab river basin biofilm NO (+ in 

some) YES glucose ambient stream 
DOC NO

natural microbial 
biofilm community 

grown on tiles before 
experiment (Humber 

River Basin in western 
Newfoundland, 

Canada)

CO2
production

Halvorson et al.
2016 lab stream plant 

litter + YES

algal 
exudates 

stimulated by 
light

maple leaf litter NO

stream water; Jones 
Creek, third-order 
stream (Winfrey, 

Arkansas, U.S.A.)

litter
mineralization 

rates

Hotchkiss et al.
2014 lab + model river water ± YES

leachates 
from 

dominant 
river algae or 
macrophyte
assemblages 
and glucose 
(corn sugar)

ambient river 
DOC and/or 

commercially
available humate
extract (Nature’s
Solution Ancient 
Humate, Nature 
Technologies 
International 

LLC)

NO

inoculum from GF/F 
filtered river water 
(five rivers in the 

Midwestern United 
States and five rivers 
in the western United 

States)

DOC 
degradation

Stutter and Cains
2015 lab river, 

benthic sediment mainly + YES

fulvic acid, 
DOMPond, 
DOMMoor, 
DOMAgr, 

DOMForest, 
glucose

ambient sediment 
C NO

natural microbial 
community from 

stream sediment (NE 
Scotland)

bacterial 
respiration and 

C mass 
balance

Wagner et al. 
2017 lab stream biofilm NO NO

natural algal 
biofilm 

induced by 
light

Cold water 
extract from 
willow (Salix 

fragilis)

YES = 
recalcitran

t

natural biofilm 
community on glass 

slides: Oberer 
Seebach (Lunz am 

See, Austria)

mass balance

Ward et al.
2016 lab river water + NO algal solution

riverine DOM + 
vanillin; four 
different plant 
litter leachates

YES = 
recalcitran

t

natural microbial 
community; Amazon 

river stations

headspace 
pCO2

production

La
ke

s

Bianchi et al.
2015 lab bacterial

culture water + NO

trehalose, 
diatom 

leachate from 
Phaeodactylu

m
tricornutum

leachate from 
loblolly pine tree 

(Pinustaeda) 
needles

YES = 
labile

cultured bacterium: 
Acinetobacter sp. 

MR1 enrichment on 
basal medium

TDOC 
remineralizatio

n rate

Catalán et al.
2015 lab lake and 

river water NO YES
acetate, 

glucose, and 
cellobiose

ambient boreal 
lake DOC and a 
reverse osmosis 

river DOM 
extract

NO

natural microbial 
community inoculated 

(1:10) from three 
lakes (central Sweden)

DOC 
consumed 

during 
incubation

Dorado-García et 
al.

2015

Field
mesocosms lake, humic water NO NO cane sugar ambient humic 

lake water
YES = 
labile

natural microbial 
community; humic 

lake Mekkojärvi 
(Finland)

no distinction 
between 

recalcitrant
and labile C

pool

Guenet et al.
2014 lab lake water + NO glucose soil leachate YES = 

labile

inoculum from natural 
GF/F filtered 

microbial community 
(Lake Créteil, France)

CO2
production 
from soil 

mineralization

Kankaala et al.
2013 field lake water + NO algal 

exudates
ambient lake 

DOC NO natural microbial 
community in five 

Direct 
parameter 

absent 
boreal lakes (southern 

Finland)
(evaluate 

relationship 
between 
primary 

production and 
heterotrophic 
production)
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Table 1 continued

Morling et al. 
2017 lab

reservoir 
inflow/outfl

ow
water + YES

naturally 
growing 

phytoplankto
n

peat water; soil 
leachate

NO, but 
14C

mixed natural 
bacterioplankton; 

inflow and outflow of 
reservoirs (Germany)

natural 
abundance 14C 
analysis and 

isotope mixing 
models

Soares et al. 2017 lab pond biofilm NO NO
natural algal 
community; 

glucose
maize litter NO

natural microbial 
community from pond 

(Sweden)
litter mass loss

W
et

la
nd

s
reta

wdnuorg
dna

Hofmann and 
Griebler 2018 lab groundwate

r water NO YES

acetate, 
organic 

fertilizer, 
fulvic and 

humic acids

ambient 
groundwater 

DOC
NO

natural microbial 
community from the 

groundwater

DOC 
production, 

bacterial 
abundance and 

growth 
efficiency

Kuehn et al.
2014 lab freshwater

marsh

plant 
litter, 

periphyt
on

+ NO

periphytic 
algal 

exudation 
stimulated by 

light 

plant litter of 
Typha 

angustifolia and 
Schoenoplectus 

acutus

NO

natural biofilm 
community; 

freshwater marsh 
(southeast Michigan, 

USA)

fungal growth 
rates (% per 
hour) at 29d

Wyatt and 
Turetski

2015

field 
mesocosms peatland plant 

litter + YES
algal primary 

production 
and glucose

Over-wintered 
standing-dead 
stems of Carex 

utriculata

NO

natural microbial 
community from 

incubation in poor fen 
within the floodplain 
of the Tanana River 
(Fairbanks, Alaska, 

USA)

bacterial 
respiration, 
biomass and 

DOC

Blanchet et al.
2017 lab marine, 

estuary water NO NO amino acids riverine DOM NO

surface water; coastal 
station in the NW 
Mediterranean Sea 

(SOLA station, in the 
Bay of Banyuls-sur-

Mer, France)

DOC 
degradation

Gontikaki et al.
2013 lab marine sediment

, oxic NO NO
diatom 

Thalassiosira
rotula

ambient sediment 
C

YES = 
labile

natural microbial 
community; top 3 cm 

(northern Rockall 
Trough, NE Atlantic)

CO2 
production

Gontikaki et al.
2015 lab marine sediment

s, oxic + NO

freeze-dried 
biomass of 
the diatom 

Thalassiosira
pseudonana

lignocellulose
YES = 

recalcitran
t

natural microbial 
community; lower 
reach of the Ythan 

estuary 
(Aberdeenshire, 
Scotland, UK)

CO2 
production

Hannides and 
Aller 2016 lab marine sediment

, anoxic + NO

mucus of the 
gastropod 
Neverita 
duplicata

ambient sediment NO

anoxic sediment from 
a mudflat in Flax 

Pond, back-barrier 
estuarine lagoon and 

salt marsh; Long 
Island, NY.

CO2 
production

stne
mnorivn e

enira
m

dnaseirautsE

Koch et al.
2014 lab marine water NO NO glucose

Recalcitrant 
compounds 

generated by 
microbial C pump

NO
natural microbial 

community; Antarctic 
surface water

DOC 
degradation

Steen et al.
2016 lab marine, 

estuary water ± YES

sodium 
acetate or 

protein 
(BSA)

microbially-
degraded, 

recalcitrant 14C-
labeled 

phytoplankton 
necromass 1 mM 

PO14C

NO but
14C = 

recalcitran
t

natural microbial 
community inoculum 
(Bogue Sound, NC)

CO2 
production

Trevathan-
Tackett et al. 

2018
lab marine sediment ± NO

seagrass 
Zostera 

muelleri; 
microalgae 
Chlorella 
vulgaris

ambient sediment 
OC

YES = 
labile

Natural microbial 
community; Fagans 

Bay, New South 
Wales, Australia

CO2
production

Van Nugteren et 
al.

2009
lab marine sediment + NO

cultured 
diatom 

Skeletonema
costatum

natural sediment 
C

YES = 
labile

natural microbial 
community; 

Skagerrak, eastern 
North Sea

CO2 
production

Studies included in meta-analysis are highlighted in bold
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might affect non-additive interactions of OM pools.

Therefore, we review the studies addressing PE

separated by ecosystem types in order to better

understand the potential for non-additive effects in

individual environments.

Streams and rivers

Streams and rivers generally have high flow through

and low water retention times, which exert a strong

control on OC decomposition rates (Catalán et al.,

2016). On a continental scale, streams and rivers

themselves are ecotones, closely connecting terrestrial

and aquatic ecosystems. From the River Continuum

Concept, most reactions are expected to occur in low-

order headwater streams (Vannote et al., 1980).

Headwater streams also receive the main OC subsidies

from terrestrial sources, which largely drive the OM

turnover (Vannote et al., 1980). Perhaps this is why

most studies dealing with PEs in streams and rivers

were conducted in the context of headwater streams,

mimicking the conditions of stream sediments (hy-

porheic zone, Bengtsson et al., 2014), benthic biofilms

(Franke et al., 2013; Wagner et al., 2017) or decaying

leaf litter (Danger et al., 2013; Halvorson et al., 2016).

The average PE detected in stream studies was—9.9%

(median = 0.7%, interquartile (IQ) range = [- 43.1,

5.4], n = 19, Fig. 1a), whereas the reported interpre-

tation of PEs varied from negative (Wagner et al.,

2017), to neutral (Bengtsson et al., 2014; Wagner

et al., 2017) to positive (Danger et al., 2013; Franke

et al., 2013).

The Pulse Shunt Concept (Raymond et al., 2016),

however, suggests that the role of streams and rivers as

reactors or inactive pipes is based on hydrological

variability. This implies that hotspots of OM turnover

can be displaced from the upper to the lower reaches or

even to the ocean (Raymond et al., 2016). However,

relatively few studies have addressed PEs in larger

rivers. Stutter & Cains (2015) found both positive and

negative PE when incubating river sediment with

glucose, fulvic acids and dissolved organic matter

(DOM) sources from different aquatic ecosystems.

Hotchkiss et al. (2014) tested PE in a river-water

context using bioassays containing mixes of river

DOM, soil leachates, commercial humate, algal exu-

dates and glucose in different combinations and

employing a Bayesian modelling approach to separate

the degradation of the different C pools. They found

variable, yet on average positive PE of both native

Fig. 1 The priming effect in % of background OC processing

for all studies carried out in an aquatic context where PE could

be calculated. In a, the results are plotted according to ecological
context along the aquatic continuum, while in b, the same results

are plotted according to sample material. Data point distribution

is illustrated using kernel density traces (violin plots). For visual

purposes, outliers (data points[ 700%) are not shown
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river DOM, soil leachates and commercial humate.

Ward et al. (2016) performed incubation experiments

with river water, 13C-labelled substrates (vanillin,

vascular plant leachates) and algal leachates from the

lower Amazon River. They reported PE based on

short-term incubations (* 6 to 10 h) supported by

in situ observed increases in O2 drawdown and CO2

production at river confluences. On average, the

detected PE in these two studies (Hotchkiss et al.,

2014; Ward et al., 2016), taking place in larger rivers

was 99.5% (median = 46.8%, IQ range = [7.8, 85.7],

n = 41). Interestingly, a small number of data points

presented very high positive PEs (* 500 to 1000%)

which were difficult to explain based on the experi-

mental context and may warrant further investigation.

Lakes

Within lakes, three main ecotones have been consid-

ered in the context of PE, (i) inlets from streams and

rivers bringing terrestrially derived, allochthonous

DOM in contact with lake autochthonous DOM, (ii)

phytoplankton blooms pulsing fresh autochthonous

DOM that may interact with older, resident DOM and

(iii) leaf litter degradation. Lakes are often considered

net-heterotrophic with respiration exceeding primary

production indicating that a high amount of allochtho-

nous C can be mineralized in lakes (Cole et al., 1994;

Del Giorgio et al., 1999; Tranvik et al., 2009). The

decay of allochthonous C was also the focus of a

number of the PE studies, showing that the degrada-

tion of soil and leaf leachates increased with the

addition of glucose and trehalose or algal C, respec-

tively (Guenet et al., 2014; Bianchi et al., 2015).

The majority of the studies in lakes investigated the

degradation of ambient DOMwith additions of simple

sugars (Catalán et al., 2015; Dorado-Garcı́a et al.,

2015) or algal leachates (Kankaala et al., 2013),

mimicking algal blooms and the exudation of simple

sugars during phases of high primary productivity.

One study detected a PE when using peat water or soil

leachate with naturally growing phytoplankton (Mor-

ling et al., 2017). Another study investigated the

biofilm microbial community on leaves (Soares et al.,

2017) and its effect on C and nitrogen loss from these

leaves. Here, the labile C produced by the algal

community stimulated fungal decomposers and

increased nitrogen removal from leaf litter, but not C

removal. The average PE in lake studies where

priming could be quantified was 23.7% (median

5.1%, IQ range = [- 5.6, 20.0], n = 30). It is worth

noting that most of these studies were conducted under

conditions similar to the ones in the water column, and

that we are not aware of any studies in lake sediments

although, especially in small and shallow lakes or

ponds, benthic processes can play a major biogeo-

chemical role (Vadeboncoeur et al., 2002).

Wetlands and groundwater

Wetlands are important transition zones between

terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and regulate nutri-

ent and matter fluxes between them. In wetland soils,

plant litter decomposition can affect physical and

chemical properties (Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007),

nutrient cycling, primary productivity, and C storage

capacity (Gambrell & Patrick, 1978; Xiong &Nilsson,

1997). A study in a peatland (Wyatt & Turetsky, 2015)

and one in a freshwater marsh (Kuehn et al., 2014)

tested PE as changes in heterotrophic activities of

litter-associated microbial communities with living

algae stimulated by light. Both studies reported

increases in the litter-associated heterotrophic activity,

after the addition of either labile C (Wyatt & Turetsky,

2015) or light (i.e. enhancing in situ algal activity;

Kuehn et al., 2014; Wyatt & Turetsky, 2015), inter-

preted as positive PE. Unfortunately, none of the

studies conducted in wetlands reported data that

allowed us to incorporate them in our meta-analysis,

and therefore the magnitude of the PE in wetlands

could not be evaluated.

The only study addressing PE in a groundwater

context reported no indication of PE (Hofmann &

Griebler, 2018). The low number of studies addressing

PE in this environment is surprising, since groundwa-

ter is a paradigmatic ecohydrological interface, being

tightly connected to the terrestrial milieu and feeding

the aquatic continuum with water and its associated

OM (Moore, 1996).

Estuaries and marine environments

Estuaries constitute an ecotone where rivers meet

coastal waters (Bianchi, 2011). These systems, per-

manently supplied with nutrients and sediments car-

ried downstream by rivers, support high biological

production and strong biogeochemical gradients

(Bianchi, 2007). However, regarding PE, river DOM
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incubated with a natural bacterial community from

coastal waters and addition of amino acids (Blanchet

et al., 2017), produced no significant increases in

bacterial activities or OC consumption. Moreover,

Seidel et al. (2015) reported a significant OC decrease

in the outer plume of the Amazon River but the authors

relate it to photo-degradation processes. Just one

study, reporting a short-term increase in OC degrada-

tion with microbially degraded phytoplankton necro-

mass and additions of sodium acetate and protein

incubated together with a coastal bacterial community

in water (Steen et al., 2016), was included in our

quantitative analysis.

Oceans harbour the largest pool of DOM (Hansell,

2013) and the majority of the oceanic OM is below

1,000 m and thousands of years old, transformed from

freshly produced OM into presumably recalcitrant

forms through the microbial C pump (Jiao et al.,

2014). Arrieta et al. (2015) challenged this concept

showing that the deep-sea ‘‘recalcitrant’’ C, when

concentrated, is readily consumed. However, Koch

et al. (2014) found no positive PE in laboratory

incubations with oceanic water and glucose added. In

coastal areas, OM of terrestrial origin can make up a

substantial part of the OM pool, which could be

subject to PE under certain conditions such as in

upwelling areas with high primary production rates

(Bianchi, 2011).

Sediments offer an environment directly analogous

to soils, and several studies have addressed PE in

estuarine and marine sediments. Gontikaki et al.

(2015) investigated the stimulating effect of a diatom

species as labile C pulse to the sediment and ligno-

cellulose as recalcitrant C and Hannides and Aller

(2016) used snail mucus as a priming agent to

stimulate benthic C turnover. Both sediment studies

reported a positive PE. The first, again showing

evidences of the prevalence of that effect in the first

days of the incubations and the second being the first

study investigating PE in aquatic ecosystems under

anoxic conditions. Marine PE could be quantified only

in marine sediment studies (van Nugteren et al., 2009;

Gontikaki et al., 2013, 2015) and estuarine water

(Steen et al., 2016) showing an average PE of 46.2%

(median 12.1%, IQ range = [1.3, 31.8], n = 26).

Meta-analysis of the aquatic PE

Evidently, there is a great variety in both magnitude

and direction (i.e. positive or negative) of reported PEs

across aquatic ecosystems. To achieve a quantitative

assessment of the relevance of overall PE in the

aquatic environment, we applied a meta-analysis

approach (Hillebrand & Gurevitch, 2016) on the

quantitative studies (n = 17) addressing aquatic PE.

We specifically wanted to (i) estimate the magnitude

of the PE, (ii) test if it is significantly different from

zero, and (iii) evaluate potential publication biases. In

order to estimate the magnitude of the aquatic PE,

effect sizes were calculated as log response ratios

(LRRs), according to Hedges et al. (1999):

LRR ¼ ln XT=XCð Þ; ð3Þ

where XT is the mean value of OC degradation of the

treatment group (i.e. with primer) and XC of the control

group (i.e. without primer). Therefore, negative and

positive effects are equally weighted and independent

of the units of measurement (Gurevitch & Hedges,

2001). We obtained the sampling variance of each

study (i.e. publication) applying:

mln R ¼ ðSTÞ2

NT � ðXTÞ2
þ ðSCÞ2

NC � ðXCÞ2
; ð4Þ

where mln R represents the sampling variance, ST or C is

the standard deviation of the treatment (T) or the

control (C), respectively;NC or T is the number of cases

in each group and XT or C is the mean response value of

the treatment or the control, respectively. The numbers

of replicates of each treatment and related control

were used to obtain the number of cases in each study.

The weighted overall effect E was estimated as the

average of the weighted effect sizes divided by the

sum of the weights (see details in Hillebrand &

Gurevitch, 2016). This is implemented in the rma

function of the metafor package for R (Viechtbauer,

2010) through a random effects model, which we used

to test whether the overall effect E deviates from zero.

Then, we used a mixed effects model also imple-

mented in rma to test for differences on effect sizes

due to the position in the aquatic continuum and/or the

material used in the incubation.

Finally, to evaluate for publication or reporting

biases, we used a funnel plot. Funnel plots represent an

estimate of the size effect of a study versus an estimate
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of the variance within that study (see Duval &

Tweedie, 2000). Thus, in the absence of bias, small

imprecise studies should scatter at the bottom of the

graph and narrow at the top were large and precise

studies would be found (Sterne & Harbord, 2004). All

the analyses were performed in R 3.2.2 (R Core Team,

2016). The code is provided as Supplementary infor-

mation 1 (ESM_1).

The results of the meta-analysis showed no signif-

icant PE in aquatic studies as, despite the overall

estimated average log response was positive: 0.12

(95% CI- 0.06 to 0.29), or expressed as % PE: 12.6%

(95% CI - 5.6 to 34.3%), the null hypothesis could

not be rejected (z = 1.32, P = 0.19). Heterogeneity

was high (I2 = 98.73%). Of the 17 studies included in

this meta-analysis, five studies’ confidence intervals

were not crossing the line of no effect, three above and

two under zero (Fig. 2). The two moderators selected,

only accounted for 4% of the heterogeneity and neither

the aquatic ecosystem type (z = - 0.07, P = 0.9) nor

the material (z = - 1.55, P = 0.12) had a significant

influence on the occurrence of the PE. The test for

residual heterogeneity was significant (QE = 171.34,

P\ 0.0001), indicating that other moderators such as

experimental conditions might have a stronger influ-

ence on the occurrence of the PE. Regarding publica-

tion biases, the funnel plot (Supplementary material

ESM_3 Fig. 1) showed only asymmetry with small

studies showing positive effect sizes. Thus, a publica-

tion bias towards reporting positive results might be

affecting aquatic PE studies.

Priming effect in aquatic ecosystems: less

important than in soils

Our meta-analysis showed scarce potential for signif-

icant PE in aquatic ecosystems. Although the overall

PE was positive (12.6%), the high heterogeneity

across systems and within studies rendered this effect

insignificant. Arguably, there are still relatively few

studies addressing aquatic PE in a quantitative man-

ner, and our results may therefore shift as more data

becomes available and should be interpreted with

caution.

Fig. 2 Forest plot showing the log effect response of each study included in the meta-analysis. Size of symbols corresponds to the

weighted effect of the corresponding study
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Guenet et al. (2010) presented a series of arguments

why the PE should be a ubiquitous concept in

ecological research across all ecosystems based on

its occurrence across a wide range of terrestrial

systems and the existence of some parallels between

soils and aquatic ecosystems. However, the non-

significant effect found in the present meta-analysis

indicates that it is unlikely that aquatic PE will prove

to be an important concept explaining aquatic C

cycling. In contrast, PE in soils is considered to have a

major impact on soil C cycling. A recent meta-analysis

on soil PE identified it ranging from- 48 to[ 2000%

with mostly positive effects. Soil PE was around 67%

in the first 5 days following fresh C inputs and

averaging all studies including longer term incuba-

tions, it was 37% (Luo et al., 2016). Nowadays, PE is

considered as a major phenomenon in soil functioning

and its C and nutrient cycles (Blagodatskaya &

Kuzyakov, 2008; Kuzyakov, 2010), although its

mechanisms remain largely elusive (Keiluweit et al.,

2015).

The soil matrix: essential for PE?

A major factor explaining the differences in biogeo-

chemical processes and communities between soils

and aquatic ecosystems is their physical structure.

Soils inherit a complex matrix of minerals, OM and

pore spaces that are filled with water and air in variable

amounts (Bronick & Lal, 2005; Schmidt et al., 2011).

Until recently, the conventional view in soil sciences

was that the intrinsic molecular structure of OM

primarily controlled its processing (Marı́n-Spiotta

et al., 2014). Recent results show that physical,

chemical and biotic factors are the dominant controls

of C cycling in soils (Schmidt et al., 2011). This new

view also changed the understanding of the mecha-

nisms of PEs in soils. Rasmussen et al. (2007), for

example, suggested that the magnitude of the PE

might be partly controlled by the presence of soil

mineral assemblages. Along the same lines, Keiluweit

et al. (2015) showed that the release of oxalic acid by

plant roots can promote C loss by releasing organic

compounds from protective associations with miner-

als. Recent efforts to model PE in soils at the

microscale suggest that small amounts of labile C

trigger growth of microbial micro-colonies on soil

particles. This explains positive PE on soil OM as the

micro-colony is simply able to reach more native OM

in the soil matrix as it grows larger (Kaiser et al.,

2017). Thus, recent evidence points towards diverse

biotic and abiotic mechanisms underlying PE in soils,

comprising direct biotic and indirect abiotic mecha-

nisms, many of which are linked to the nature of soil as

a spatially complex mineral–OM matrix. In contrast,

water, the matrix in aquatic environments, acts as a

transport medium for OM and microorganisms,

effectively smoothing out steep micro-gradients in

OM concentration and microbial numbers. In addition,

recent publications in the aquatic literature emphasize

the role of intrinsic molecular characteristics on OM

reactivity along the inland waters’ continuum (Keller-

man et al., 2015). Thus, differing dominant controls on

OM degradation in soils versus aquatic ecosystems

might influence the likelihood of PE occurrence in the

two types of environments.

Aquatic ecosystems of course also contain matrix-

like features associated to surfaces, such as benthonic

structures in which sorption can have effects on

microbial growth and C transformations by generating

micro-gradients (Alldredge, 2000). Surfaces in aquatic

ecosystems are either organic (e.g. leaves or detritus)

or inorganic (e.g. cobbles or fine sediments) and

covered by biofilms, a pool of microorganisms

embedded in an exopolymeric matrix (Flemming &

Wingender, 2010). Within biofilms, micro-gradients

become more pronounced, diffusion distances shrink,

and potential for consortia development rises, leading

to an enhancement of community metabolism (Battin

et al., 2008) and higher turnover of OC (Sinsabaugh &

Findlay, 2003). Due to these spatial features, the

potential for different sources of OM to interact (i.e.

for PE) may be expected to be greater in sediments and

biofilms than in the relatively homogenous water

column of aquatic ecosystems. However, according to

our analyses, the aquatic ecosystem type/material was

not influencing occurrence of PE. Average PE was

estimated at 67.8% for water column studies (me-

dian = 18.1%, IQ range = [- 3.1, 61.3], n = 73),

22.5% (median = 6.1%, IQ range = [- 28.0, 24.8],

n = 38) for sediment-based studies and 19.6% (me-

dian = 1.8, IQ range = [- 5.6, 16.8], n = 7) for leaf

litter biofilm studies (Fig. 1b). Interestingly, studies in

aquatic environments with more heterogeneous struc-

tures such as benthonic compartments are still under-

represented in the literature on non-additive effects

and sediments in lakes have not been considered to this

date (Table 1).
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Is aquatic OM different from soil OM?

A mechanism commonly proposed to explain soil PE

is referred to as nutrient mining or nutrient scaveng-

ing. It implies a stimulation of microbial growth by the

labile OM pool, which aggravates inorganic nutrient

limitation subsequently increasing mineralization of

the recalcitrant pool that contains higher concentra-

tions of nutrients (Dijkstra et al., 2013; Chen et al.,

2014). The caveat of this theory is the supposedly

higher amount of nutrients (e.g. N, P) in the recalci-

trant OM pool compared to the labile OM pool in soils.

Although this assumption might generally hold true

for soil OM, aquatic OM may in general be more

N-rich (Meyers, 1994). This is especially true for algal

OM (Kendall et al., 2001) which is often considered as

the labile OM pool in aquatic PE studies. In addition,

aquatic OM is not necessarily intrinsically recalcitrant,

and individual compounds may be protected from

degradation through a dilution effect (Arrieta et al.,

2015).

Aquatic environments host different microbial

communities than soils

The occurrence of PE in aquatic and terrestrial

ecosystems has often been explained by an interplay

between microbial communities (Kuzyakov, 2002;

Guenet et al., 2010). When OM from different sources

mixes at ecotones in aquatic ecosystems, there is

usually a simultaneous and inseparable mixing of

microorganisms from each source which might cause

changes in the function of the microbial community.

In contrast, soil is typically the main source of

microbial biomass and diversity in a soil PE context.

This may be an important distinction between aquatic

and soil environments, giving the composition and

function of the microbial communities of the respec-

tive pools a greater role for non-additive effects in

aquatic environments than in soils.

A key difference between soils and aquatic ecosys-

tems with regards to non-additive effects on OM

degradation might lie in the fungal community. A

higher relevance of the fungal community in the

rhizosphere is likely. Fungi have been proposed as key

players on PE, as degraders of the recalcitrant OM

after the supply of enzymes and energy from the other

microbial community (Guenet et al., 2010). Although

the knowledge is scarce, as aquatic fungal diversity is

still highly underexplored (Wurzbacher et al., 2010;

Grossart & Rojas-Jimenez, 2016), new results suggest

that soil and aquatic microbial communities differ in

the occurrence and diversity of fungi (Bärlocher &

Boddy, 2016) and soils encounter a higher fungal

diversity than aquatic habitats (Bärlocher & Boddy,

2016). Therefore, if fungi play an important role in PE,

the potential for PE occurrence might be smaller in

aquatic ecosystems. However, fungal research in

aquatic ecosystems is often restricted to specific

groups, such as aquatic hyphomycetes (involved in

leaf litter degradation; Bärlocher, 1992) or parasitic

chytrids involved in food web dynamics (‘‘my-

coloop’’) (Kagami et al., 2014), limiting conclusions

of the role of fungi in biogeochemical processes.

Recent results suggest that aquatic fungal communi-

ties exhibit a high habitat specificity with highest

diversities in biofilms and lower diversity in the water

column (Wurzbacher et al., 2016). Although this could

hint towards a higher potential of syntrophic interac-

tions—and thus a positive PE—in biofilm-dominated

habitats such as macrophytes or sediments, our meta-

analysis revealed no significant differences on PE

occurrence among materials. This might point, on the

one hand, towards a negligible role of syntrophy

between bacteria and fungi in aquatic ecosystems or,

on the other hand, towards an underrepresentation of

aquatic PE studies in biofilm-dominated habitats.

A divergent supply of OM sources between soils

and aquatic ecosystems can also regulate the dynamics

and metabolic activity of the heterotrophic bacterial

community. An example of this is dormancy, a

reversible state of lowmetabolic activity that microbes

can enter when the environmental conditions are less

favourable (Lennon & Jones, 2011). Dormancy is a

widely distributed trait for microbes that helps them to

deal with environmental variability. The number of

dormant cells in soils is twice as high as in fresh- or

marine waters (Lennon & Jones, 2011). Since one

condition leading to dormancy is starvation or

resource limitation of the microbes, a pulse of fresh

and labile OM to soils can potentially ‘‘reactivate’’ a

much larger number of dormant microbes in this

environment than in an aquatic ecosystem. The higher

turnover of microbial cells in the water column of

aquatic ecosystems (Tranvik, 1992), reducing the

number of dormant cells, might also reduce the effects

of pulsed OM inputs in a system compared with soils.
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Shortcomings of the PE concept and alternative

conceptual avenues

The concept of PE was developed in soils to explain a

stimulation of OM degradation in response to labile

organic additions, thus to describe positive PE

(Bingeman et al., 1953). Therefore, although the term

‘‘negative priming’’ is now being applied to the

opposite scenario—inhibition of OM degradation

upon labile additions—it remains counterintuitive.

The great interest in positive PE relies on the fact that a

net increase in OM degradation can have great

consequences for local and global C cycles (Regnier

et al., 2013). Although the opposite is conceptually

true [i.e. a net decrease in OM degradation could

transform an ecosystem into a C sink (Wagner et al.,

2017)], negative priming is a consequence of the

‘‘labile’’ OM source being preferentially used, there-

fore, without a direct implication on the system net C

budget. This is the first reason whywe suggest the term

‘interactive effects’’ over priming effects, to avoid

biasing the interpretation of results a priori. This may

be especially important in aquatic environments

where, according to the results of our meta-analysis,

OM degradation was generally not significantly

inhibited or stimulated by the input of labile OM

(Fig. 2), although a small number of the studies

displayed consistent non-additive effects that were

either only positive (e.g. Ward et al., 2016) or negative

(e.g. Wagner et al., 2017).

Another troubling aspect of the PE concept is the

attribution of pools of OM as either ‘‘labile’’ or

‘‘recalcitrant’’, assuming that when they mix one will

prime the degradation of the other. Ecotones in aquatic

ecosystems (see Introduction section for examples) do

not necessarily correspond to groups of compounds

with specific contrasting properties in terms of

bioavailability. Within these converging OM pools, a

continuum of reactivities is guaranteed (Mostovaya

et al., 2017), and the chemical composition and

diversity of OM reflects the biogeochemical histories

of each pool (Kellerman et al., 2015). Thus, a more

useful approach than classifying OM pools based on

presumed bioavailability may be to acknowledge the

range of different molecular compounds included in

distinct OM sources. This is our second reason to

suggest the use of ‘‘interactive effects’’ instead of PE.

The recent development and ease of access to mass-

spectrometry tools to analyse molecular composition

and diversity of environmental OM (Moran et al.,

2016), allows tracing of interactions among specific

OM compounds. For example, when two different OM

pools meet at an ecotone, an increase in the overall

molecular diversity of the resulting mix is to be

expected. Molecular diversity may influence OC

degradation potentials and rates in several ways.

Indeed, the role of resource diversity on OC degrada-

tion processes has been studied independent of the

concept of PE, and non-additive effects of mixed

resources have been detected. For example, mixing of

leaf litter from different species of deciduous trees has

been shown to sometimes stimulate litter breakdown

in incubation experiments in streams compared to that

when single-species leaf litter is incubated (Komi-

noski et al., 2007). Functional traits, presumably

related to chemical composition of each litter type,

were determined to predict non-additive leaf litter

mixing effects, although leaf chemical composition

was not determined in these experiments (Lecerf et al.,

2016).

Analogous to OM chemical composition, distinct

source pools of OM host and transport different

microbial communities. The role of microbial diver-

sity for ecosystem function is a highly relevant yet

debated topic with regards to the OM degradation

function (Moran et al., 2016). Several studies have

suggested a positive relationship between bacterial

diversity and OM degradation (Cardinale et al., 2006)

while others have demonstrated that a single bacterial

strain could degrade seawater DOM equally well as a

natural consortium of marine bacteria (Pedler et al.,

2014). So far, microbial composition or diversity has

not been explicitly manipulated with the aim to

specifically test their influence on non-additive inter-

active effects, and therefore their role cannot be

estimated. We think that taking chemical and micro-

bial diversity into account when studying interactive

effects on aquatic OM processing could lead to greater

mechanistic insights (e.g. Logue et al., 2016; Lucas

et al., 2016) than the approaches focusing on lability/

recalcitrance have offered so far.

Conclusions and outlook

Interactive effects of aquatic OM pools mixing can

influence the mineralization of globally relevant C

stocks. In the last decade, most of the studies on this
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understudied topic in aquatic sciences have been

framed under the umbrella of the PE concept. How-

ever, the PE concept, originated in soil sciences, rests

on some assumptions that may limit its application,

interpretation and relevance in aquatic ecosystems.

Through ameta-analysis of studies dealing with PEs in

aquatic contexts, we have shown that mixing of C

sources of different origins does not generally seem to

cause a non-additive interactive effect on OM degra-

dation in aquatic environments. However, individual

studies reported both no effect and stimulation and/or

inhibition of OM degradation, suggesting that these

effects are highly context dependent in aquatic

ecosystems. In order for future studies to achieve a

more mechanistic understanding of what drives the

interactive effects of OM pools, we suggest to

– Focus research on ecologically relevant ecotones,

including the micro-scale, where OM pools of

contrasting chemical properties and origin mix,

regardless of whether these pools can be consid-

ered labile or recalcitrant. Understudied but

potentially relevant ecotones include freshwater

sediments receiving algal inputs and groundwater

OM exposed to surface water infiltration.

– Determine the molecular and stoichiometric com-

positions of each OM pool, its associated micro-

bial community and the functional diversity of the

communities that co-occur with the respective OM

pools. They can plausibly affect degradation rates

and should also be taken into account. Experi-

ments that separate OMmixing frommixing of the

associated microbial communities by excluding

microbial cells from one pool would be useful for

addressing the role of microbial community com-

position and function on non-additive effects.

– Design experiments targeting mechanisms

explaining interactive OM degradation dynamics

for specific situations where available data suggest

consistent non-additive effects, whether positive

(e.g. rivers) or negative (e.g. stream biofilms).

Stable isotope labelling approaches followed by

compound-specific isotope analysis, such as DNA/

RNA stable isotope probing (SIP) or fatty acid and

amino acid isotope ratio mass spectrometry, could

reveal what organisms and molecules are involved

in these interactions.

To understand the patterns in relation to non-

additive interactions of OM pools in aquatic

ecosystems, we emphasize the need to study the

underlying mechanisms and shift from simple proof-

of-concept, towards approaches seeking a better

mechanistic understanding. We encourage more stud-

ies that quantify OM degradation of separate but

interacting OM pools by employing stable isotope

labelling or other appropriate methods (e.g. high-

resolution molecular methods). Further, we encourage

taking advantage of recent technical advances allow-

ing to better link microbial ecology and geochemistry

through informatics (Moran et al., 2016) to re-visit and

redefine the microbial mechanisms behind non-addi-

tive OM interactions.
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